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How does one manage Revit® while engaged in the communication between architect
and contractor? What are some best practices and methods for creating requests for information (RFI)
sketches, addenda, bulletins, and revisions? This class will focus on using out-of-the-box Revit® tools for
managing revisions. It will also explore some techniques for per item and per sheet tracking of individual
revisions. We will review pros and cons for all construction administration process techniques.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Understand Revit’s® basic revision tracking functionality



Track sheet revisions with revision schedules



Understand various methods to create sketches



Create systems for item based revision tracking



Create a per sheet item revision log
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Taking an architectural project through construction requires working with many people,
communicating quickly and effectively, and documenting rigorously. Although most of the concepts
involved in revising and maintaining organization within a set of drawings are relatively simple,
software constraints, legacy issues, contractual requirements, office standards and personal
preferences can the task complicated.
What are the primary elements of documentation that may be involved in maintaining
communication between all parties (owners, regulatory officials, contractors, architects,
consultants) during the administration of a project through the construction phase?


Tracking milestones of issuance



Graphically distinguishing revisions



Providing a graphic history of individual revisions



Indicating milestones of issuance on sheets



Distinguishing between items that affect cost and those that don’t



Documenting a list of sheets issued at each milestone



Issuance of revisions in various formats



Tracking descriptions of individual revisions for revision narratives



Scheduling of individual revisions on sheets

Based on the size of a project, jurisdictional requirements, and individual office practices one may
need to address a variety of the documentation requirements noted above.
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Basic Revision Tracking Functionality in Revit®


Managing Revision Settings
o

Sheet Issues/Revisions

The centralized nature of Revit® is one of its’ main advantages. It allows for data to be entered in
one place and ensures coordination of data that will be displayed in multiple locations in a
document set. In keeping with that idea Revit® has a primary location where revision information
is managed. Located in the ribbon you will find the View\Sheet Composition\Revisions button.

The Sheet Issues/Revisions dialogue box provides one location where project milestones can be
entered and organized.

When possible it is best to maintain all revision information within this area. As soon as data is
entered within a parameter for revision sequence, number, date, etc…is located outside of this area
an opportunity for data to become uncoordinated is created.
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o

Revision numbering

Within the Sheet Issues/Revisions several settings determine how revision items will be numbered.
The sequence column determines the order that revisions appear within the revisions area.
Revisions can be numbered alphabetically, numerically or not at all. Typically you wouldn’t cloud
revision or number sheet issues that occur prior to issuance for permit or for bid. I’ve seen several
variations for lettering and numbering once drawings have been issued for permit. What seems to
make the most sense is using letters for issues occurring prior to a construction contract being
signed and numbers afterward. In that case (assuming that you only issue one type of revision)
revision numbers will correspond to the issue number.

Revisions can be numbered per project or per sheet. This setting determines whether revision
numbering will occur relative to the project or to the sheet. For example if a revision is numerically
determined to be #6 within the Sheet Issues/Revisions dialogue box and that revision is the first
revision on the sheet, with numbering per project #6 would be indicated on the sheet, if set to per
sheet the revision would read as #1.

Controlling the alphabetic sequence allows you to remove letters like ‘I’ and ‘O’ that may be misread
to be numbers one and zero.
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o

Determining revision order

After revisions have been entered the sequence they occur in can be
revised. Select ‘Move Up’ to move revisions up in the list, ’Move
Down’ to move them down. Note that revisions cannot be moved
once the check box indicating the revision has been ‘Issued’ has been
checked. It is always possible to uncheck the ‘Issued’ box to edit the
sequence.
o

Merging revisions

Revisions cannot be deleted. They can however be merged. Merging
up will merge the revision selected with the one above. The revision
settings for the revision above will be retained. When merging down
the settings for the revision below will be retained. In short, the
settings for the revision at the end in direction of the merge will be
retained.


Clouding Tool
o

Sketching

Highlighting changes graphically can be accomplished via the Revision Cloud tool. Select the
Annotate\Detail\Revision Cloud button on the ribbon.

Clouds can be created by picking points. The sketch does not need to be closed and multiple areas
can be sketched at one time.
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o

Setting to the correct revision

While the Revision Cloud tool is selected the revision to
which the cloud will be associated can be selected. The
associated revision can be changed after the cloud has been
created as long as the ‘Issued’ check box is unchecked
within the Sheet Issues/Revisions dialogue box.

o

Clouding within view vs. sheets

Always a controversial subject within the world of CAD it seems, whether to cloud within views or
on sheets isn’t as straightforward as it may appear. For the most part I would argue that the most
important consideration is to establish a strategy and remain consistent. One of the stronger
arguments for clouding in the views is that when clouding and tagging revisions you will want to
have tags from previous revisions show up in future sketches. That may not always be the case if
clouding in the sheet.

Track sheet revisions with revision schedules
There are several methods for tracking revision milestones and indicating what sheets have been
issued at a specific milestone. A revision schedule can be placed within title block families that will
populate with revision information from the Sheet Issues/Revisions dialogue box. It is also possible
to create a sheet list to schedule all sheets within a document set and display information about the
most current revision.


Creating a revision schedule on a sheet

Within title block families you will find the View\Create\Revision Schedule button that will enable
you to create a revision schedule. This type of schedule is only available within title block families.
Although similar to a component schedule, you will find that there is no ability to filter within the
settings for the schedule. That is because filtering is essentially controlled within the separate
settings in the properties of sheets or by the presence of revision clouds.
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Settings for revision schedules with regard to Fields, Sorting/Grouping, Formatting and Appearance
are all the same as those found within component schedules. The only available fields are the
system parameters found within the Sheet Issues/Revisions dialogue box so no additional instance
parameters can be added beyond Revit’s® basic revision tracking functionality. Typically you
would sort revisions by the revision sequence. Formatting and appearance settings should be set to
conform to your office standards.



Issuing a full set

In order to issue a full set of drawings you must go to each sheet and edit Properties\Identity
Data\Revisions on Sheet. Checking the box under ‘Shown in Revision Schedule’ will make the
revision schedule populate with the selected revision. Revisions that have been checked ‘Issued’
with the Sheet Issues/Revisions dialogue box will be grayed out and cannot be selected.
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Since the placement of clouds within views or on sheets will cause the revision schedule to populate
with the revision associated with the cloud, another method for issuing a full set involves placing a
cloud on every sheet one wishes to issue. The challenge is…where to place the cloud? For revisions
prior to permit response where items will typically not be clouded, it doesn’t matter too much
where the clouds are located since clouds and tags can be set to be turned off. When issuing a full
set and clouds have to be on, clouds can be placed on an area that is black on the sheet, such as
thickened lines in title blocks or within logos. The main advantage to this technique is that many
sheets can be selected to populate with the current issue by using the Paste\Aligned to Selected
Views command. This eliminates the need to open the properties, check the edit Revisions on
Sheets button, and check the current issue on every single sheet in order to issue a set.



Revision Indices

Whether or not one ultimately places it on a sheet and
issues it to a contractor, a revision index can be a
helpful tool to keep track of when sheets have been
issued. The most simple type of revision index is a
sheet list that includes some of the current revision
information.

Adding the fields noted to the
right will create a simple
revision schedule.
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This schedule will indicate the revision
number/letter, date and description of the
most recent issue for every sheet. If no
numbered or lettered revisions have
occurred on a sheet, the revision information
in this schedule will be blank.

Although helpful the revision index above may fall short of the amount of control and
documentation of the history of revision one may like to have. A sheet revision matrix has been
common to the construction industry for many years. Unfortunately there is no way to create a
sheet revision matrix within Revit’s® revision system. There is a way to create one and it can be a
powerful sheet management tool; however, it’s important to note that creating a sheet revision
matrix in the following manner creates duplicate data and can create the potential for conflicts in
data and a lack of coordination.
Select Manage\Project Parameters

Add a parameter corresponding to the name of the current drawing issue.
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The parameter should be set to the
‘Sheets’ category. The ‘Type of
Parameter’ should be text. The
‘Parameter Type’ should be a
project parameter and it should be
an instance parameter. Name the
parameter either the name of the
issue or something similar to the
name of the issue. Placing the
word ‘Issue’ at the front of the
name will ensure that all issue
related parameters end up
together in the list of project
parameters.

Create a new sheet list by selecting
View\Schedules\Sheet List in the ribbon.

Add sheet name and number parameters to the
schedule to begin. As new issues occur one will
have to add newly created issue fields to the list
of scheduled fields.

In order to allow the sheet revision matrix to
read graphically as a matrix one can select a
special character from a standard font. Use the
windows tool ‘Character Map’ found within
the Start\Accessories\System Tools directory
within the start menu.
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Within the Arial font when you go beyond the
end of the alphabetic characters you’ll find
many graphic symbols. Select a solid black
square or some other symbol that will work
effectively within a matrix. Copy the symbol
you wish to use to the clipboard.

You can either paste the symbol into the current issue field
within the sheet you wish to show as issued, or you can paste
the symbol into the field within the schedule you’ve created.
To assign multiple sheets to one issue, select multiple sheets
in the browser and paste the symbol into the appropriate field.
Once assigned, having this sheet issue information can be
useful browser sorting, filtering or for creating sheet indices.
For example, if you’ve issued an abbreviated set to a building
department and then you have an interim full set issue for
owner review, having issue information saved as instance
parameters would allow you to filter your sheet index to
return to the abbreviated state in the event you need to
reissue your index to the building department. Another very
useful technique is to use the issue based instance parameter
you’ve created in order to track revisions within schedules.
For example, if you were to cloud and tag the addition of panic
hardware to a schedule if any additions or deletions to the
schedule occur after the revision, the cloud and tag will no longer reside near the revision since the
schedule dynamically adjusts. By adding the instance parameter created for a document issue to
the door category that issue will become available to be added to your door schedule. Revision
descriptions can then be added as a note and keyed into the added revision field. If you use text
for the revision description it can be clouded and will not change location as a result of future
revisions.
When placed on a sheet the sheet revision
matrix will look something like that shown to
the right. For larger projects this level of issue
control can be very useful to all parties
involved.
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Methods for Creating Sketches
Prior to embarking on sketch creation, there are several factors to consider when determining
whether a drawing will be issued in a sketch format vs. a full sheet. The number of drawings
involved, the extent of the revision, office standards, and personal preference may all need to be
considered. Contingent upon the size of the project and the nature of the contractual relationship
between owner, architect, and contractor, it may be wise to have a conversation with all parties
early in construction to establish a format for revision. If issuing sketch formatted sheets can be
avoided it will eliminate a lot of work formatting drawings. On the other hand, it will result in more
paper and printing costs and may accentuate the perception of the magnitude of changes being
made.


Duplicating Views

There are three ways to duplicate views in
Revit®: duplicate, duplicate with detailing,
and duplicate as a dependant.

Typically during CA you would need to duplicate a view to create an entirely new drawing. When a
drawing is duplicated it will not retain any annotation from the view that is the basis of duplication.
Duplicating with detailing will retain annotation and is best used when you want to issue a
modification in a sketch format for a drawing already on a full size sheet. It is important to
remember that as soon as duplication occurs information resides in two places. Care should be
taken establish a process to which all teammates adhere requiring all revisions to be made prior to
duplication. Once the duplicate view with detailing has been created the crop extents can be
adjusted to allow the view to be placed on a sheet.
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Duplicating as a dependant will create a duplicate
that is still linked to the original view. Orientation,
identity data properties, extent properties, scope
boxes, project parameters, and shared parameters
for the dependant view can be edited without
affecting the parent view. One common mistake
happens when changing the scale of dependant
views to accommodate formatting requirements
for a sketch. In that instance the parent view will be
changed as well. The fact that dependant views
must reside in the browser along with the parent
view means that sketch views cannot be grouped
together when using dependant views.


Plan Callouts

A plan callout can be a good way to create sketches. Similar to the duplicate view command,
creating a plan callout will create a duplicate view of model information but will not retain
annotation information. As was the case for duplicate views, the use of the callout tool during
construction administration is best suited to entirely new views. The nice thing about the callout
tool is that formatting the view to the sketch can be accomplished very quickly. The fact that the
callout will reference the sheet on which the view is placed can be seen as an advantage or a
disadvantage. If a full size sheet will never need to be issued with the information contained within
the sketch it becomes advantageous to have a reference directly to the smaller format sketch. If the
sketch will become part of the full size set things get a little more complicated. You could move the
view on to a full size sheet after creating the sketch, or you could create a duplicate of the callout
with detailing to place on the full size sheet. Since the latter strategy would mean that the callout
would still reference the ASK, you could create an additional callout to reference the already
created duplicate view and show both references. Neither strategy seems ideal.
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Title block family with mask

Given how time consuming and complicated sketch creation can be when using the techniques
already outlined, the following alternative will save a lot of time. A title block family can be created
in a sketch format. A generic annotation with a filled region can be inserted into the family that will
mask out a full sheet leaving only a small area visible. Once all of the revisions have been made on
the sheet placing the title block family will enable a print to .PDF to be made very quickly. Once
created, the .PDF becomes the record document and the title block can be deleted.
Begin by creating a title block family by selecting File\New\Title Block. Also create a generic
annotation with a letter sized filled region with a solid white pattern and a square opening as
shown below.

Also draw a rectangle centered on the origin point that is at least 2 ½ times the largest dimension of
your full size sheet as shown below.
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Load the generic annotation family into the title block family and draw in all graphic line work and
place labels to be populated by current revision data. Load the family and place over the area where
the revision will occur.

Print with the settings as shown below and the line work in the generic annotation will ensure that
the print is centered. Zooming to 100% and setting the paper size to letter will ensure that only the
sketch portion of the sheet is printed.
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Screen Capture

For sketches that are not scale dependant a quick way to create sketches is to use a screen capture
tool and a blank .PDF sketch.

A good example would be an RFI for a dimension for a door that has been set off from the wall. If
the dimension wasn’t provided all that is needed is some reference for location and the dimension.
It’s not absolutely necessary that a sketch of that nature be to scale.

Copy to the clip board and paste into the blank .PDF (Acrobat Writer or Bluebeam required)
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Systems for Item Based Revision Tracking
For most projects it will be sufficient to simply relate individual revisions to specific issuance
milestones. For larger projects and for those who wish to maintain revision tracking at a more
granular level there are a few strategies for tracking individual revision item information. Three
examples of providing additional revision tracking information include the use of a label built into a
revision tag, a generic annotation symbol accompanying a revision tag, and a keynote that replaces
a revision tag.


Label Integrated into revision tag

A simple way to add more information to a revision tag is to add a label within the tag family. This
allows you to directly reference revision items within bulletin and addendum narratives or building
department plan check responses.

To add a label, edit the default revision tag family and select the Home\Text\Label button in the
ribbon. Place the label within the tag family and add the ‘Mark’ category parameter to the label
parameters area. Rename the family and reload into your project. ‘Mark’ and ‘Comments’
parameters are category parameters that are available by default within all clouds. Adding the label
just allows you to display some of that additional information along with the issue number.
Revision descriptions can also be added to clouds to accompany revision item designations.
Unfortunately, none of this information can be scheduled or otherwise accessed from within the
BIM model.
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Keynote based revision item tag

A more elaborate way to add item based revision information is to create a tag that utilizes the
keynoting system within Revit®. It’s important to note that following this method of revision
tracking will create information outside of the basic revision system within Revit® and therefore
will create the opportunity for information to become uncoordinated.

Begin with a generic tag family template, create a new tag and set the family category to ‘Keynote
Tags’. Place a label at the origin point of the family and assign the ‘Key Value’ category parameter to
the label parameter window. Load the tag into your project.

In order to make use of the keynote file it will need to be linked to the project. Under the
Annotate\Tag area in the ribbon there is a drop down menu that will take you to Keynote Settings.
Assign a keynote file to the project. It will be easiest to edit the keynote file in a spreadsheet
program like Excel since it is easy to accidentally change the formatting of the file if opened in a text
editor.
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When editing the keynote file you can format the revision items as shown below. Providing a letter
at the beginning of the item designation will allow you to filter out specification section numbers
that may also reside in the keynote file.

The keynote tag will not be able to tag revision clouds. In order for the tag to exist in the drawings, a
proxy object can be created that can be tagged independently from the rest of the components in
the model. You could tag those components with the User Keynote tool but that wouldn’t help when
it comes to providing a revision history. For example, if you tagged a door with a keynote revision
tag and later on in the project you deleted the door the tag would also be deleted and the history of
revision at the location of the door would be gone. Your proxy object will need to be built as detail
item family and have some method of controlling visibility. Visibility can be controlled globally
with a visibility parameter, can be controlled by detail level, or can be made small enough to be
graphically concealed by the tag.

Tag the proxy object and then select the revision item you would like to associate with the revision
on the sheet.
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Symbol based revision item tag

A more simple way to track revision items is by creating a generic annotation symbol that can be
placed alongside the default revision triangle. Again this is a situation where information will be
created that may not coordinate with revision information found within the Sheet Issues/Revisions
dialogue box. This technique should be used with caution.

Create a new Annotation Symbol family using the generic annotation family template.

Create instance text parameters for Item, Description and Issue. You can also add instance
parameters for the sheet that the revision occurs on or other information you wish to track. Load
the new family into your project and place below revision triangles. Fill in instance parameter
information.
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Once the generic annotation symbols have been created and placed alongside revision triangles
they can be scheduled throughout the document. Create a new note block by going to the
View\Create\Note Block button within the ribbon.

Select the name you’ve used for your generic annotation family and name your schedule.

Once created, the schedule can be used to manage the revision information for symbols placed
throughout the project. Revision items can be sorted according to the associated issue. A powerful
aspect of scheduling this information is the ability to right click on scheduled information and go
directly to the revision item within the document set. You can also export information from these
schedules to a spreadsheet and use them as the basis for addendum or bulletin narratives.
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Creating a Per Sheet Item Revision Log
One of the advantages of using the keynote based revision symbols is that they can be scheduled
per sheet. What that means is a schedule can be created that will only populate when a revision
item has been placed on the sheet. This provides a quick way to identify all of the revisions that
have occurred on the sheet.
Begin by creating a keynote legend. Select the View\Create\Legends\Keynote Legend button on the
ribbon.

Edit the ‘Keynote Legend Properties’ and add the ‘Key Value’ to the scheduled fields.

Check the filter by sheet check box within the filter tab.
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Place the keynote legend on a sheet and format columns to work with the format of your title block.
Once formatted the paste aligned to selected views command can be used to paste the schedule to
all sheets. The schedules will then populate only when revision keynote tags are placed in views or
on sheets.
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